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Problem No. 1 “Tip-cat”
Place a small wooden stick over the edge of a desk. Hit the end of the stick
overhanging the table so that it flies away. How is the flight distance related to
the relevant parameters? What is the condition for a maximum horizontal
distance?

Additional reading


Wikipedia: Tip-cat. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tip-cat



D. Beard. Tip-cat. http://www.inquiry.net/OUTDOOR/games/beard/tipcat.htm



Rod rotates when hit by point mass/ Conservation of angular momentum. Physics
forums (2006). http://www.physicsforums.com/showthread.php?t=145602



Problem Set 11: Angular Momentum, Rotation and Translation Solutions. Fall term
2005, MIT. http://web.mit.edu/americo/Public/8.01/ps11sol.pdf



Wikipedia: List of moments of inertia.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_moments_of_inertia



List of moments of inertia. http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/mi.html



H. Goldstein. Classical Mechanics (Addison-Wesley, 2nd. ed., 1980).



Л.Д. Ландау, Е.М. Лифшиц. Механика. - М.: Физматгиз, 1958. - 208 с.



J.B. Marion, S.T. Thornton. Classical Dynamics of Systems and Particles (Thomson,
4th. ed., 1995).



K.R. Symon. Mechanics (Addison-Wesley, 3rd. ed., 1971).



R.A. Tenenbaum. Fundamentals of Applied Dynamics (Springer, 2004).

Key questions


The stick turns with respect to the edge of the desk when it is still in contact with it, but rotates
about the center of masses when flies freely. How and when does the transition take place?



Under what conditions the stick loses the reaction from the desk and starts free flight?



The maximum horizontal displacement is achieved if a projectile is thrown under the angle of
450. Is that relevant to our problem?



When the stick flies freely, what is its kinetic energy of rotation in comparison to its kinetic
energy of translational motion?



How does the stick hit the ground (vertically? horizontally? at a certain angle?) Can the stick
re-bounce? Can it worsen or improve the results?



Is there a method to hit the stick so that the displacement is negative (the stick lands under
the desk)?



What physical parameters of the interaction between our finger and the stick may influence on
the results (duration of contact? speed or acceleration of the finger? trajectory of the finger?)



What physical parameters of the stick may influence on the results? (length? density? shape?
friction with the desk?)



What initial conditions may influence on the results (position of the stick on the desk? length
of the protruding end? if the desk is horizontal or titled?)



Are any aerodynamic forces relevant to the problem? How significant is air resistance?



Is it worth modeling the system numerically?

Problem No. 2 “Winged seed”
Investigate the motion of falling winged seeds such as those of the maple tree.

Nature prefers righthanded helices. Do
both seeds of a
certain pair twist in
the same direction?

Background reading


Ф.В. Шмитц. Аэродинамика малых скоростей. – М.: ДОСААФ, 1963.
http://www.jmk-project.narod.ru/books/Schmitz63_aerodinamika_malih_skorostey/
cont.htm



Principles of flight. National museum of the USAF.
www.nationalmuseum.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-060512-004.pdf



Paper maple seed on Earth and in space //Toys in space II. NASA.
http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/151731main_Toys.In.Space.II.pdf



Wikipedia: Maple. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maple



Л. Прандтль - О. Титьенс. Гидро- и аэромеханика, т. первый. - М., Л.: ГТТИ,
1933.



Г. Кирхгоф. Механика. Лекции по математической физике. - М.: Изд. АН
СССР, 1962.



Л.Г. Лойцянский. Механика жидкости и газа. - М., Л.: ГИТТЛ, 1950.



Дж. Бэтчелор. Введение в динамику жидкости. - М.: Мир, 1973.

Key questions


How and when does the transition between the initial free-fall-speed motion and the stable
rotation take place?



Where is the center of masses of a seed? How does the density distribution and the shape
influence over the initial orientation of a seed and on its rotation?



What other physical parameters determine the angle of attack and the spatial orientation of a
seed when it is in a stable rotational motion?



Maple seeds grow in pairs. If we drop both seeds of a certain pair, do they twist in the same
direction, or in opposite directions?



What determines the direction of rotation (clockwise/counter-clockwise)? Is the initial
orientation of a seed relevant to that?



What are the magnitudes of the Reynolds number for the flow around the maple seed? Is the
flow laminar or turbulent? Does the Reynolds number change with time?



What is the seed’s kinetic energy of rotation in comparison to its kinetic energy of
translational motion?



Is it worth speaking of an analogy between the shape of a rotating maple seed and the shape
of a single wing, or a blade, or a rotating aircraft with elevated ailerons?



What maximum horizontal distance can reach a seed falling from a tree in a strong wind?
How fast would it descend and fast would in move along a horizontal axis?

Problem No. 3 “Pinhole camera”
Study the characteristics of a pinhole camera and find the conditions for the
camera to achieve optimum image quality.

Due to what
the images
are out of
focus?

Is diffraction
possible? For what
wavelengths?

Long exposures required
because of a small aperture?

Digital noises?
Sensitivity of CCDs or films?

Primary reading (science aspects)


Wikipedia: Pinhole Camera. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pinhole_camera



Wikipedia: Lochkamera. http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lochkamera



В. Майер. Отверстие-линза. - Квант, 1972, №8



M. Young. Pinhole Imagery. Am. J. Phys., 40, 715 (1972).



M. Young. Pinhole Optics. Appl. Optics, 10, 2763 (1971).



R.E. Swing. D.P. Rooney. General Transfer Function for the Pinhole
Camera, J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 58, 629 (1968).



K. Sayanagi. Pinhole Imagery, J. Opt. Soc. Amer., 57, 1091 (1967).



Г.Г. Слюсарев. О возможном и невозможном в оптике. - М.: ГТТИ, 1957,
стр. 77-94.

Background reading (R&D + art aspects)


Pinhole Visions Magazine. http://www.pinhole.com/



The Pinhole Gallery. http://www.pinhole.org/



The Pinhole Resource. http://www.pinholeresource.com/



Pinhole Camera, parts 1, 2, 3. Thoughts about photography.
http://www.foundphotography.com/PhotoThoughts/archives/2005/04/pinhole_camera.html



S.L. Woodruff. Outmeal Box Pinhole Photography. http://users.rcn.com/stewoody/



Jon Grepstad. Introduction to Pinhole Photography. http://photo.net/learn/pinhole/pinhole



Bizzare Pinhole Camera. http://bizarrelabs.com/pin2.htm



Weekend Projects - Make a Pinhole Camera. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=KmJznKe4jpI



Polaroid Super Shooter Pinhole Camera Conversion (part 1). http://fr.youtube.com/watch?
v=9PrYuYp9ORY



Jake's Attic - Pin Hole Camera. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eK9yVvFlRP4



Juicebox pinhole camera. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gA1-K8qaQWA&NR=1



Gallery of pinhole images. http://www.pinholeday.org/gallery/index.php

Key questions


What is an ‘optimum image quality’? For example, an image may be sharp but
geometrically distorted, or may have nice natural colors but be poorly focused.



Everyone knows the Rayleigh’s formula for the pinhole camera. But how did Lord
Rayleigh derive it?



What physical parameters may quantitatively describe the sharpness, the level of
distortions and all other features of pinhole images?



Everyone can make a pinhole with a needle. But how to make a really small hole to
approach wave effects such as color aberration and diffraction?



Visible light may be registered with a lens camera as well. If there are any applications
where a photograph cannot be obtained without a pinhole camera?



Does a pinhole camera put limitations to maximum radiant intensity coming from
photographed objects? What happens if you install a pinhole camera, open its aperture,
take a common digital camera and shoot the pinhole with a flash?



Is it difficult to compile a program to imitate a pinhole image on computer? Input data
may include aperture’s diameter and shape, all linear dimensions of the system (focal
distance etc.) and a bitmap image (of ‘the photographed object’) to be processed.



What parameters besides focal length, aperture and exposure may be altered in your
pinhole camera?

Problem No. 4 “Cymbal”
Discharging an electronic flash unit near a cymbal will produce a sound from
the cymbal. Explain the phenomenon and investigate the relevant parameters.

The explanation?


Acoustic or optical excitation?



Separate a cymbal from a flash with a small black paper card. Most optical influence is
then eliminated, while the sound of flash is still well heard.



Separate a cymbal from a flash with a wide glass/plexiglass screen. That might help to
verify the role of acoustical excitation.



Focus the radiation of a flash with a lens. Is the sound different now?



Discharge flashes at various distances from the cymbal. Are there any dependences?



Discharge flashes at different positions with respect to the center of the cymbal. Are
there any dependences?



If a current surge is detected when a thermocouple joint is illuminated with a flash, it
might support the rapid heating theory as the light pressure is irrelevant to heating.



If there is no current surge on a thermocouple, the entire set may not be enough
sensitive to detect a very rapid heating.



Above all, does a black cymbal sounds the same as a white one?

Primary reading


No. 2. Singing cymbal //Small Experiments at CERN, collected by I. Hamers, Ch. Barck
and V. van Engelen, with the help of the people of HST2002.
http://teachers.web.cern.ch/teachers/archiv/HST2002/smallexp/50smallexperimenets/S
mallexperiments.htm



N.H. Fletcher and T.D. Rossing. The Physics of Musical Instruments. (New York,
Springer-Verlag, 1991), pp.65-94, 555-576.



A Struck Cymbal: Slow Motion Video.
http://www.acoustics.salford.ac.uk/feschools/waves/cymbalvideo.htm



Vibrations of Circular Plates (Drums). http://wug.physics.uiuc.edu/courses/phys199pom/
Lecture_Notes/P199POM_Lect4_Ch4_Part2.pdf

The explanation?
If we a find a conclusive evidence that the sound is explained by this or
that phenomenon, then we identify its causes and answer the question.
Probable hypotheses:




Light pressure


Rumors of such an explanation circulate on the Web



Provokes greatest concerns if the effect if strong enough to cause vibrations



Requires a theoretical estimation of what momentum a cymbal may gain after a flash

Sudden deformation of a cymbal caused by rapid heating


Requires experimental and/or theoretical verification



If a joint of a thermocouple is illuminated with a flash, is there any current surge (registered
with a PC)?



If existent, what is the cause? (absorption of radiation? Foucault currents caused by
electromagnetic waves?)

Key questions


Above all, what is the cause of the sound?



If you propose an explanation, does it look as a subject to direct experimental proof or
disproof?



What qualitative/quantitative experiments may be held to validate or invalidate your
explanation?



What is a “confirmability” and a “falsifiability” or a physical theory?



Many approaches and concepts may emerge at discussions (photons, electromagnetic
waves, phonons,…) Can you re-formulate your explanation with different basic
concepts?



At what degree the sound is reproducible?



Can a photoelectric multiplier help in measuring the parameters of the flash?



What total acoustic energy is produced by the oscillating cymbal? How does it
correspond to the energy radiated by flash and the energy stored in the flash’s
capacitor?



What is the spectrum of the produced sound? Does it change with time?



After the initial excitation, how is the energy re-distributed among various oscillatory
modes? Are any resonance effects relevant to this phenomenon?

Problem No. 5 “Voltaic cell”
Make a voltaic cell using paper tissues as a salt bridge. Study and explain how
the electromotive force of this battery depends on time.
К.Д. Краевичъ. Учебникъ физики. Спб.: 1912. Стр. 318 (Элементъ Данiеля).

Basic reading in electrochemistry


E.L. Sibert. Introduction to Electrochemistry. University of Wisconsin – Madison, 2001. http://
www.chem.wisc.edu/~sibert/tci/329/powerpoints/Chem_329_Electrochemistry_1.ppt



J.D. Bookstaver. Chapter 20. Electrochemistry (lecture notes). MichiganTech, 2006.
http://www.chemistry.mtu.edu/pages/courses/files/ch1120-usalma/chapter_20au.ppt



M.P. Heitz. Chapter 18. Electrochemistry (lecture notes). State University of New York at
Brockport, 2005. http://www.chem.nthu.edu.tw/faculty/sdhuang/ch/ch_18.ppt



S. Chandra. Lectures for Electrochemistry. The University of the South Pacific (Fiji), 2005.
http://classshares.student.usp.ac.fj/CH105/Lectures%20for%20electrochemistry.ppt



S. Perrier. Lecture notes on Electrochemistry. The University of Sydney (Australia), 2007.
http://firstyear.chem.usyd.edu.au/Lectures/perrier%206_3.pdf



Wikipedia: Electrochemistry. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrochemistry



Wikipedia: Primary cell terminology. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Primary_cell_terminology



Wikipedia: Galvanic cell. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Galvanic_cell



Wikipedia: Electrode potential. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electrode_potential



Wikipedia: Table of standard electrode potentials.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standard_electrode_potential_%28data_page%29



Wikipedia: Nernst equation. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nernst_equation



Wikipedia: Daniel cell. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daniell_cell

What parameters of paper
tissues differ them from
common gel salt bridges?

Key questions


Can we indirectly find the cell’s EMF is we know the standard reduction potentials for
the solutions of chemical compounds?



What changes, if in experiment we take an initially dry tissue, or a tissue imbued with
water, or a tissue imbued with a conductive solution?



What types of interactions may happen between the macromolecular chains of paper
and molecules of acids/salts/bases used in the cell?



What parameters of paper tissues are relevant (average diameter of pores? chemical
properties of fibers? thickness of the paper tissues? using several paper tissues instead
of one?)



A typical AA battery has very small internal resistance which allows consuming almost
all power on the external resistors. It that the case for our voltaic cell?



Above all, the salt bridge is the path for what to move?



What ambient physical conditions may directly influence on the physical processes in
the salt bridge? (humidity of the air? temperature of the air?)



How does the time dependence of EMF change for various external loads?



What if we carry out a parallel experiment with more common salt bridges or without
any salt bridge at all?

Problem No. 6 “Liquid stain”
When a drop of liquid such as coffee dries on a smooth surface, the stain
usually remains at the edge of the drop. Investigate why the stain forms at the
edge and what parameters affect the characteristics of the stain.

What is the dependence of the
deposit mass concentration on
co-ordinate? How to measure
this dependence experimentally?

http://jfi.uchicago.edu/~tten/Coffee.drops/redner-popov/drop.jpg

Additional reading


R.D. Deegan, O. Bakajin, T.F. Dupont, G. Huber, S.R. Nagel, T.A. Witten. Capillary flow as the
cause of ring stains from dried liquid drops. Nature, 389, 327 (1997).
http://jfi.uchicago.edu/~tten/Coffee.drops/Nagel.7.4.pdf



J. Satterly. Casual Observations on Milk, Picjled Beet-Root, and Dried-Up Puddles, Am. J.
Phys., 24, 529 (1956).



R.D. Deegan. Contact Line Deposits in an Evaporating Drop. Phys. Rev. E, 62 (1), 756-765
(2000).



R.D. Deegan. Deposition at Pinned and Depinned Contact Lines: Pattern Formation and
Applications. PhD thesis at the University of Chicago (1998).
http://jfi.uchicago.edu/~tten/Coffee.drops/Deegan.thesis.pdf



H. Stone. Manipulating Thin-Film Flows: From Patterned Substrates to Evaporating Systems.
Lecture on June 29, 2007. Diffusion des savoirs de l’École Normale Supériueure (France). http://
www.diffusion.ens.fr/data/video-mp4/2007_06_29_stone.mp4



R. Zheng, Y.O. Popov, and T.A. Witten. Deposit Growth in the Wetting of an Angular Region
with Uniform Evaporation. arXiv:cond-mat/0410493 v3 1 Jun 2005



R. Zheng. A Study of the Evaporative Deposition Process: Pipes and Truncated Transport
Dynamics. arXiv:0712.0169v1 [cond-mat.soft] 2 Dec 2007



V.A. Belyi, D. Kaya, and M. Muthukumar. Periodic Pattern Formation in Evaporating Drops.
arXiv:cond-mat/0612574v1 21 Dec 2006

Additional reading


E. Sultan, A. Boudaoud, M. Ben Amar. Evaporation of a thin film: Diffusion of the vapour and
Marangoni instabilities. J. Fluid Mech. arXiv:cond-mat/0408609v2 [cond-mat.soft] 12 Nov 2004



D. Barolo, C. Josserand, D. Bonn. Retraction Dynamics of Aqueous Drops Upon Impact on
Non-Wetting Surfaces. J. Fluid Mech. arXiv:



T. Haschke, D. Lautenschlager, W. Wiechert, E. Bonaccurso, H.-J. Butt. Simulation of
Evaporating Droplets on AFM-Cantilevers



Y.O. Popov. Evaporative Deposition Patterns Revisited: Spatial Dimensions of the Deposit.
Phys. Rev. E, 71, 036313 (2005). arXiv:cond-mat/0408106 v2 7 Dec 2004



Y.O. Popov, T.A. Witten. Characteristic Angles in the Wetting of an Angular Region: Surface
Shape. arXiv:cond-mat/0006387 v4 13 Aug 2001



Y.O. Popov. Singularities, Universality, and Scaling in Evaporative Deposition Patterns. PhD
thesis at the University of Chicaho (2003). arXiv:cond-mat/0312196 v2 5 Aug 2004



D.B. Van Dam. Layer Thickness Distribution of Thin-Film Ink-Jet Printed Structures. Proc. XXI
ICTAM, August 15-21, 2004, Warsaw, Poland.



L. Shmuylovich, A.Q. Shen and H.A. Stone. Surface Morphology of Drying Latex Films: Multiple
Ring Formation. Langmuir, 18, pp. 3441-3445. (Apr. 6, 2002).
http://www.me.wustl.edu/ME/faculty/aqshen/latex.pdf

Key questions


Is such a phenomenon possible with the solutions of salts, which are not colloid suspensions
like coffee?



What is the initial shape of the evaporating coffee droplet? How does it change with time?
How does the contact area between the droplet and the substrate change with time?



Is there a way to measure experimentally the dependence of deposit density on co-ordinate?
(color density measured with photoshop? number or particles per unit area counted under
microscope? attenuation of a light beam measured with a proper sensor?)



What physical parameters of the liquid may influence on the effect? (the viscosity? viscosity
of the pure solvent? concentration? chemical nature of solvent? surface tension?)



What initial parameters of the droplet may influence on the effect? (volume? height? shape?)



What parameters of ambient atmosphere may influence on the effect? (air humidity?
presence of air flows?)



What is the role of the Brownian motion of coffee particles?



Are the physical properties of the substrate relevant to the problem?



Is it possible to observe not a single belt, but a series of belts?

Problem No. 7 “Making a Splash”
A solid object is dropped into water from a height of 50 cm.
Investigate the factors that would minimize the splash.

A plume or a sand grain would
definitely cause a smaller splash. Is
it then worth speaking of a
minimum splash for a fixed size or a
fixed volume of an object?

Long exposures to measure
the altitude of splash?

Less reproducible splashes with
larger dropped objects? The release
height is limited to 50 cm, though.

Background reading


Wikipedia: Splash. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Splash_%28fluid_mechanics%29



C. Duez, C. Ybert, C. Clanet, L. Bocquet. Making a splash with water repellency.
Nature, Vol. 3, p. 180-183. (March 2007). arXiv:cond-mat/0701093v1 5 Jan 2007



J. Oliver. Water Entry and Related Problems. PhD thesis at Oxford University (2002).
http://eprints.maths.ox.ac.uk/archive/00000132/01/oliver.pdf



S.M. Laverty, Jr. Experimental Hydrodynamics of Spherical Projectiles Impacting On a
Free Surface Using High Speed Imaging Techniques. Master’s thesis at the MIT
(August 2004). http://web.mit.edu/mhl/www/Impact%20Lab%20Page/Whole
%20Thesis.pdf



B. Akers, A. Belmonte. Impact dynamics of a solid sphere falling into a viscoelastic
micellar fluid. J. Non-Newtonian Fluid Mech. 135, 97–108 (2006).
http://www.math.psu.edu/belmonte/PaperFile/AkersImpact.pdf



R. Bergmann, M. Stijnman, D. van der Meer, A. Prosperetti and D. Lohse. Void
Collapse and Jet Formation: The impact of a disk on a water surface. (2004).
http://fluid.ippt.gov.pl/ictam04/text/sessions/docs/FM10/11909/FM10_11909.pdf



М.А. Лаврентьев, Б.В. Шабат. Проблемы гидродинамики и их математические
модели. - М.: Наука, 1973. – стр. 291, 355

Key questions


What physical parameters determine that the splash is indeed ‘minimum’? (maximum
intensity or total acoustic energy of produced sound? altitude that sprinkles reach?
mass of displaced water?)



What physical properties of an object influence the splash? (volume of an object? shape
of an object? initial angle of an inclined object? density of an object? mass of an object?
properties of the object’s surface, such as if it is hydrophobic or hydrophilic?)



What physical properties of a water basin influence the splash? (depth in a given point?
proximity of walls? shape of a vessel?)



Can we do something with the water surface? Wouldn’t we then violate the task? (pour
some oil to make a thin film on the surface? dissolve a polymer analogous to polyox to
make the solution non-Newtonian? increase viscosity? rotate liquid?)



What is the role of cumulative jets? At what conditions the splash is determined by the
cumulative jets, and at what conditions is not?



What forces oppose the splash? (capillary? gravitational? viscous? inertial?)

Problem No. 8 “Astroblaster”
When a large ball is dropped, with a smaller one stacked on top of it, onto a hard
surface, the smaller ball will often rise much higher than it would if dropped onto
the same surface by itself while the larger ball hardly bounces at all. Investigate
this phenomenon and design a multiple-ball system, using up to 4 balls, that will
reach the greatest elevation of the top ball.

Background reading and watching


Problem 26: Bouncing Superballs. OpenCourseWare at MIT (2005).
http://ocw.mit.edu/NR/rdonlyres/Physics/8-01TFall-2004/634FEEA5-7439-4C3C-BBB9E09B12027832/0/ic_sol_w08d1_1.pdf



R. Kroeger. How the Astro Blaster works.
http://www.phy.olemiss.edu/~kroeger/PHY211/AstroBlaster.pdf



Vertikal Kollision i Astroblaster. FYSIKbasen.dk http://www.fysikbasen.dk/index.php?
page=Vis&id=5



Astro Blaster. Fascinations.com. http://www.fascinations.com/unique-toys-gifts/astroblaster.htm; http://www.fysikbasen.dk/Referencemateriale/Film/astroBlaster.mov



Tennis Ball and Basketball: A demonstration video from the University of Iowa.
http://faraday.physics.uiowa.edu/Movies/MPEG/1n30.60.mpg



W.R. Mellen. Superball Rebound Projectiles. Am. J. Phys., 26, 845 (1968).



Class of W.G. Harter. Velocity Aplification in Collision Experiments Involving Superballs. Am.
J. Phys., 39, 656 (1971).



J.D. Kerwin. Velocity, Momentum, and Energy Transmission in Chain Collisions. Am. J. Phys.,
40, 1152 (1972).



J. Walker: "The Amateur Scientist", Sci. Am. 259, 116 (Oct. 1988).



Ю.Г. Есьман. К методике решения задачи о столкновениях шаров. //V Респ. науч. конф.
студ., маг. и асп. Респ. Беларусь (НИРС-2000): Мат. конф. в 5 ч. Ч. 1. Гродно: ГрГУ,
2000. Стр. 158-161.

Additional reading


С.Э. Хайкин. Физические основы механики. - М.: Наука, 1971., стр. 145-158.



W.D. Peterson. Velocity Amplifier Using Stacked Disks. Demonstration at the Brigham Young
University, Utah (1999). http://www.rosehulman.edu/~moloney/AppComp/1999Entries/entry11.htm



Double Ball Bounce. Wake Forest University.
http://www.wfu.edu/physics/demolabs/demos/1/1n/1N3060.html



P. Ryan. Computerised Technique to Determine and Analyse the Coefficient of Restitution.
http://physics.dit.ie/resources/yearbook2002/yb_ryan.pdf



R. Cross. The bounce of a ball. Am. J. Phys. Vol. 67, Issue 3, pp. 222-227 (March 1999).
http://www.physics.usyd.edu.au/~cross/PUBLICATIONS/BallBounce.pdf



D. Kagan, D. Atkinson. The Coefficient of Restitution of Baseballs as a Function of Relative
Humidity. Phys. Teach., Vol. 42, pp. 89-92. (Sept. 2004.)
http://phys.csuchico.edu/kagan/profdev/COR.pdf



M. Styer. Mathematical Modeling of the Coefficient of Restitution. The Journal of Online
Mathematics and Its Applications, Vol. 7 (2007).
http://www.maa.org/joma/Volume7/Styer/Melanie.html;
http://www.maa.org/joma/Volume7/Styer/Data.html



C.E. Aguiar, F. Laudares. Listening to the coefficient of restitution and the gravitational
acceleration of a bouncing ball. Am. J. Phys. Vol. 71, Issue 5, pp. 499-501 (May 2003).
arXiv:physics/0210092v1



H. King, R. White, I. Maxwell, N. Menon. Inelastic impact of a sphere on a massive plane:
nonmonotonic velocity-dependence of the restitution coefficient. arXiv:cond-mat/0209490v1

Key questions


Simple theoretical considerations show that the upper ball may bounce as high as at
9h0 (for a 2-ball-system), 49h0 (for a 3-ball-system) and 225h0 (for a 4-ball-system). Is
there a relation between these values and experimental observations?



What is the dependence of the upper ball’s bounce height on the release height?



What physical parameters for each of the balls may improve the bounce height?
(radius? density? elasticity of the material? properties of the balls’ surface?)



What is the dependence of restitution coefficients on these relevant parameters?



What apparatus may help to release balls vertically and minimize further friction?



The task asks to design a best system of balls. However, are there any external
parameters that may improve or worsen the results? (properties of the substrate?
precision in releasing system vertically? minor aerodynamic effects?)



What if we replace free vertical bounces with a ballistic pendulum?



Is it worth modeling the system numerically?



What are the mechanical stresses at the collision points?

Problem No. 9 “Flute”
Drill a hole into the side of a tube that is open at one end and produce a sound
by blowing the open end. Investigate the pitch and timbre of the sound of your
flute and how they depend on the position and the diameter of the hole.

Background reading


















Lord Rayleigh. The Theory of Sound. (London, Macmillan, 1877).
N.H. Fletcher and T.D. Rossing. The Physics of Musical Instruments. (New York, SpringerVerlag, 1991).
D.R. Lapp. The Physics of Music and Musical Instruments. Wright Center for Science
Education at Tuft University (2002).
http://www.tufts.edu/as/wright_center/workshops/workshop_archives/physics_2003_wkshp/b
ook/pom_book_acrobat_7.pdf
B. Monson. The Physics of the Flute. (2002). http://asmsa.org/science/monsonb/Flute.ppt
J. Wolfe. How do woodwind instruments work. The University New South Wales.
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/woodwind.html
J. Wolfe. Flute acoustics: an intoduction. The University New South Wales.
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/fluteacoustics.html
J. Wolfe, J. Smith, J. Tann and N.H. Fletcher. Acoustic Impedances of Classical and Modern
Flutes. J. Sound and Vibration, 243, 127-144. (2001).
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/JSV.pdf
C.M. Hurtgen. Body Vibrational Spectra of Metal Flute Models. J. Undergrad. Research, Vol.
18, 1 (2000). http://www.jurp.org/articles/hurtgen.pdf
C.M. Hurtgen. Body Vibrational Spectra of Metal Flute Models. Senior Thesis at the Duke
University. (1999). http://www.phy.duke.edu/undergraduate/thesis/hurtgen/CMHthesis.doc
B. Monson. Standing Waves in Strings & Tubes. Folk Music & Acoustics (Oct. 6, 2003).
http://asmsa.org/science/monsonb/Standingwaves.ppt

Key questions


When a tube is open at only one end, is it a flute or a clarinet? What are key differences
between tubes open at one end and tubes open from both ends?



When we play a tube and blow across an open end, we produce an air flow. How
exactly does this air flow cause oscillations? Is this air flow laminar or turbulent? What
are the flow lines and can they be visualized?



What determines the positions of nodes and antinodes on the oscillating tube?



What parameters describe the sound produced by the tube, such as by any other
musical instrument? Which of them are “physical” and which are “subjective”? (timber?
tone color? volume? pitch?) How do they correspond to the fundamental frequency and
the upper harmonics?



What is the role of the hole in a tube?



What is an acoustic impedance and what is its influence on the produced sound?



Besides its length, what other parameters of the tube are relevant? (diameter of the
tube? thickness of walls? radiuses of curvature of the ends of the tube?)



Does material of the tube influence the parameters of the sound?



It seems to be reasonable to record the tube’s sound. What should be the requirements
for the sound-recording equipment?



What new we can add to this profoundly researched problem?

Problem No. 10 “Kaye Effect”
When a thin stream of shampoo is poured onto a surface, a small stream of
liquid occasionally leaps out.This effect lasts less than a second but occurs
repeatedly. Investigate this phenomenon and give an explanation.

A. Kaye. A Bouncing Liquid Stream. Nature, 197, 1001 (1963).

Primary reading and watching


Вiкiпэдыя: Эфэкт Кея. http://be-x-old.wikipedia.org/wiki/Эфэкт_Кея



A. Kaye. A Bouncing Liquid Stream. Nature, 197, 1001 (1963).



M. Versluis, C. Blom, D. van der Meer, K. van der Weele and D. Lohse Leaping shampoo and
the stable Kaye effect. J. Stat. Mech., No. 7, p. 07007 (July 2006). arXiV:physics/0603183.



A video for ‘Leaping shampoo and the stable Kaye effect’. http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=GX4_3cV_3Mw; http://www.maniacworld.com/The-Kaye-Effect.html



M. Thrasher, S. Jung, Y.K. Pang, C.-P. Chuu, H.L. Swinney. The Bouncing Jet: A Newtonian
Liquid Rebounding off a Free Surface (July 11, 2007). arXiv: 0707.1721v1



L’huille fait des bonds. Science et Avenir, Oct. 2007, p. 26.



Kaye effect with Elsève shampoo. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wmUx-1o3Lzs



Three viscoelastic effects in the one liquid. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nX6GxoiCneY



M. Thrasher. A Liquid Stream Bouncing off a Moving Liquid Bath. Master’s thesis at the
University of Texas at Austin (July 2005).
http://chaos.ph.utexas.edu/research/fluids/Thrasher_MA_Thesis.pdf

Key questions


At what conditions the effect is stable and reproducible, and at what conditions is not?



Can the leap’s distance, angle and duration be approached statistically?



Can we observe the Kaye effect if there is no rigid surface under the liquid?



What is the dependence of the shampoo’s viscosity on the intensity of agitation (shear rate)?



What is the dependence of the shampoo’s viscosity on how long it was agitated?



Can we classify shampoo as a non-Newtonian liquid of a certain type (thixotropic/shearthinning, rheopectic/shear-thickening, dilatant…?)



Nevertheless, can the effect be observed for Newtonian liquids, such as water?



How exactly does the bouncing stream interact with the liquid heap? Is there a contact
between them?



What is the dependence of the leap height on the height from which the liquid is released?



What new we can add to this profoundly researched problem?



In 1963, Kaye wrote:



Finally, how the effect is explained?

Problem No. 11 “Gutter”
When a thin layer of water flows along an inclined gutter different wave patterns
are sometimes observed. Study this phenomenon.

Background reading


A.M. Binnie. Instability in a slightly inclined water channel. J. Fluid Mech. (1959), 5: 561-570.



T. Brooke Benjamin. Wave formation in laminar flow down an inclined plane. J. Fluid Mech.
(1957), 2: 554-573.



S. Jin, Y.J. Kim. On the computation of roll waves. Math. Model. Num. Anal. 35, 463-480,
2001. http://www.math.wisc.edu/~jin/PS/roll.ps.gz



N. Aksel, A. Wierschem. Effect of bottom undulations on the stability of film flow down inclined
planes. Physica D: Nonlinear Phenomena,Vol. 186, Issues 3-4, (2003). Pp. 221-237.
http://fluid.ippt.gov.pl/ictam04/text/sessions/docs/FM14/10642/FM14_10642.pdf



V.I. Chizhov and M.V. Demura. Flow beneath an inclined plate, established in an
aggregatively unstable system. J. Eng. Phys. Thermophys., Vol. 40, No. 1 (1981), pp. 28-31.



Yu.Ya. Trifonov. Wave formation in a film flowing down an inclined plane in the presence of
phase change and tangential tension on a free surface. J. Appl. Mech. Tech. Phys., Vol. 37,
No. 2 (1996), pp. 241-249.



B.N. Goncharenko and A.L. Urintsev. Stability of flow of a viscous liquid down an inclined
plane. J. Appl. Mech. Tech. Phys., Vol. 16, No. 2 (1975), pp. 293-296.



N. Ogawa and Y. Furukawa. Waves on Icicles. arXiv:cond-mat/9907381v7 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci]
13 Dec 2001

Key questions


At least, several types of “wave patterns” may be observed in a gutter. Which ones are
relevant to the task, e.g.,


a thin stream of water that bends into a sinusoid-like periodical curve?



capillary surface waves on thin water film? (Kelvin waves?)



structures similar to hydraulic jump? (roll waves?)



What conditions are necessary for observing this or that “wave pattern”?



What physical properties of the gutter are relevant to the problem?



What physical parameters may be controlled in a certain experiment:


angle of inclination of the gutter?



surface tension of water?



linear speed or discharge rate for water?



shape and radius of curvature of the gutter?



properties of the gutter’s surface?

Kelvin ship waves?

Capillary or gravitational?

Problem No. 12 “Geyser”
Support a long, vertical tube containing water. Heat the tube directly from the
bottom and you will observe that the water erupts. Arrange for the water to
drain back into the tube to allow repeated eruptions. Investigate the parameters
that affect the time dependence of the process.

Background reading


Wikipedia: Geyser. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geyser



Wikipedia: Old Faithful Geyser. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Old_Faithful_Geyser



Н.А. Минц. Гейзеры. - Квант, 1974, №10.



S. Lasic, G. Planinsic. Geyser model with real-time data collection. http://www.fiz.unilj.si/~Gorazd/articles/LasicArticle.pdf



M. Streepey. Geysers and the Earth’s Plumbing Systems.
http://www.umich.edu/~gs265/geysers.html



Azzalini, A. and A. W. Bowman (1990). A look at some data on the Old Faithful geyser.
Applied Statistics 39, 357-365.



Долина гейзеров: научная дискуссия. http://www.ch0103.emsd.iks.ru/discussion.html



J.A.D. Aston and D.E.K. Martin. Distributions associated with general runs and patterns
in hidden Markov models. arXiv:0706.3985v1 [stat.ME] 27 Jun 2007



C.C. Rodriguez. Cross validated non parametric bayesianism by Markov Chain Monte
Carlo. arXiv:physics/9712041v2 19 Dec 1997



Epilogue //E. Kuulkers. The observer’s view of (very) long X-ray bursts: they are super!
arXiv:astro-ph/0310402v1 15 Oct 2003



Johnston's Archive: Geyser Resources plus Yellowstone Resources.
http://www.johnstonsarchive.net/geysers/index.html

Key questions


Due to increased pressure in a real geyser, water boils at significantly higher
temperatures. Does that influence the eruptions?



Is it possible to reproduce the increase of boiling temperature effect in a kitchen
experiment?



What physical parameters of your geyser influence the eruptions? (length of the tube?
diameter of the tube?)



Can we describe this system as an oscillator with feedback?



What approaches to the problem may best describe the time dependences of
eruptions? (thermodynamic? mechanical? statistical?)



Are the observed processes reproducible?



What constitutes a similarity between your model and a real geyser? What physical
parameters of such systems may be considered similar?



Geysers and geyser models are profoundly researched. What new we can add to this
problem?

Problem No. 13 “Spinning Ice”
Pour very hot water into a cup and stir it so the water rotates slowly. Place a
small ice cube at the centre of the rotating water. The ice cube will spin faster
than the water around it. Investigate the parameters that influence the ice
rotation.

Primary reading


S. Lay. The Physics of Tornadoes and Hurricanes (University of British Columbia, 2004). – P.
4. http://www.physics.ubc.ca/~kotlicki/Physics_420/Phys%20409%20-%20Tornadoes
%20and%20Hurricanes_Sean%20Lay.doc



Elnaz and Jeff B. Why when we throw an ice cube in a hot spinning water, the ice spins
faster than the water around it? Discussion of the IYPT problem at Yahoo!Answers (February
23, 2008). http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20080222082138AAVNzTY



D. James Baker, Jr. Demonstrations of fluid flow in a rotating system. Am. J. Phys., 34, 8,
647-652 (1966).



Б. Мандельброт. Фрактальная геометрия природы. - М.: ИКИ, 2002, стр. 275-276.



I. Martchenko. A ball lifts in a rotating vessel: observations and explanation. Мат. конф.
«Физика и прогресс», СПбГУ, Санкт-Петербург, нояб. 2007.



Л. Прандтль - О. Титьенс. Гидро- и аэромеханика, т. первый. - М., Л.: ГТТИ, 1933, стр.
21-26.



Г. Кирхгоф. Механика. Лекции по математической физике. - М.: Изд. АН СССР, 1962,
стр. 111-112.



Л.Г. Лойцянский. Механика жидкости и газа. - М., Л.: ГИТТЛ, 1950, стр. 112-122.



Дж. Бэтчелор. Введение в динамику жидкости. - М.: Мир, 1973, стр. 260-261.

Key questions


Finally, why the ice cube spins faster?



The cold water around the ice cube has a higher viscosity than the hot water in the rest
of the vessel. Does that influence over the phenomenon?



The cold water around the ice cube has a higher density than the hot water in the rest of
the vessel. Does that influence the phenomenon?



Dissolve some paint in the water before freezing it. Can that help in visualizing the flow
patterns in the vessel as the ice cube melts?



The ice cube loses its mass when melting. How does that affect its moment of inertia,
its surface that experiences interface friction and other parameters that that are relevant
to the angular speed?



If you propose an explanation, does it look as a subject to direct experimental proof or
disproof?



What qualitative/quantitative experiments may be held to validate or invalidate your
explanation?



What is a “confirmability” and a “falsifiability” or a physical theory?

Problem No. 14 “Faraday Generator”
Construct a homopolar electric generator. Investigate the electrical properties
of the device and find its efficiency.
http://www.earlytech.com/common/show_image.phtml?Id=1307954575&Item_Name=Faraday
+Wheel+Dynamo+by+Griffin

Is that a homopolar
generator of a
homopolar motor?

http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=w2f6RD1hT6Q

Background reading


Wikipedia: Homopolar generator. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Homopolar_generator



The Development of the Electric Motor. Sparkmuseum.
http://www.sparkmuseum.com/MOTORS.HTM



Feynman Lectures on Physics, Vol. II, Sect 3.10



J. Djuric. Spinning Magnetic Fields. J. Appl. Phys. Vol. 48, No. 9 (Sept. 1977), p. 3981.



A. Viviani. Comments on Spinning Magnetic Fields. J. Appl. Phys. Vol. 46, No. 2 (Feb. 1975),
p. 679.



R.E. Berg, C.O. Alley. The Unipolar Generator: A Demonstration of Special Relativity.
http://www.physics.umd.edu/lecdem/outreach/QOTW/arch11/q218unipolar.pdf



Y. Liu. Re: How do you resolve the Faraday Disc paradox?.
http://www.madsci.org/posts/archives/sep99/937493491.Ph.r.html



William J. Beaty. Untried Homopolar Generator Experiments. http://www.amasci.com/freenrg/
n-mach.html



The Faraday Disk Dynamo as the original over-unity device. Archer Energy Systems, Inc.
http://www.stardrivedevice.com/over-unity.html



R.J. Stephenson. Experiments with a Unipolar Generator and Motor. Am. J. Phys. 5, 108-110
(1937).



F.F Mende. On refinement of certain laws of classical electrodynamics. pp. 2-8.
arXiv:physics/0402084v1

Background reading


D.R. Corson. Electromagnetic Induction in Moving Systems. Am. J. Phys. 24, 126-130
(1956).



D.L. Webster. Relativity in Moving Circuits and Magnets. Am. J. Phys. 29, 262-268 (1961).



T.D. Strickler. Variation of the Homopolar Motor. Am. J. Phys. 29, 635 (1961).



A.K. Das Gupta. Unipolar Machines, Association of the Magnetic Field with the FieldProducing Magnet. Am. J. Phys. 31, 428-430 (1963).



D.L. Webster, Schiff's Charges and Currents in Rotating Matter. Am. J. Phys. 31, 590-597
(1963).



T. Strickler. Motional EMF's and the Homopolar Motor. Am. J. Phys. 32, 69, (1964).



R.D. Eagleton and Martin N. Kaplan, The radial magnetic field homopolar motor. Am. J.
Phys. 56, 9, 858-859 (1988).



D.F. Dempsey, The rotational analog for Faraday's magnetic induction law: Experiments. Am.
J. Phys. 59, 1008-1011 (1991).



J. Guala Valverde and P. Mazzoni, The principle of relativity as applied to motional
electromagnetic induction, Am. J. Phys. 63, 3, 228-229 (1995).



G.N. Pellegrini and Arthur R. Swift, Maxwell's equations in a rotating medium: Is there a
problem? Am. J. Phys. 63, 8, 694-705 (1995).

Key questions


What physical parameters determine the generated voltage (angular speed of the disk?
distance between contact electrodes? distance between the disk and the magnet?)



Common electric motors have known efficiency. It you use rotate the Faraday disk with
such a common motor and measure the consumed power along with the power
generated by the Faraday disk, is that a method to find the Faraday disk’s efficiency?



What is the Faraday generator’s efficiency in comparison to more widespread electric
generators? What limits its efficiency? (much energy wastes to overcoming friction?
counterflows in the parts of the disk that are less affected by the magnetic field? heating
of the disk?)



What parameters of the disk itself (not the entire apparatus) may influence the efficiency
(material? roughness?)



What is the role of the contact brushes?



Can electric magnets help measuring the dependence of the Faraday disk’s efficiency
on the magnetic field?



Why not to build a reverse Faraday’s generator (a homopolar motor) that converges
electricity into rotational motion, just for fun?

Problem No. 15 “Gelation”
Hot gelatine solution becomes a gel upon cooling. Investigate the electric
conductivity as a function of temperature as it gels. Explain the results
obtained.

Background reading


M. Basta, V. Picciarelli and R. Stella. Electrical conductivity in the kinetic gelation process. Eur.
J. Phys. 12, 210-213 (1991).



M. Cho, N. Cho, H. Sakashita, Y. Miura. Electric conductivity of the Gelatin Gel and Sol.
http://st23.statphys23.org/webservices/abstract/LaTeX/statphys23-JVY7JV.pdf



K. Feitosa, S. Marze, A. Saint-Jalmes and D.J. Durian. Electrical conductivity of dispersions:
from dry foams to dilute suspensions. J. Phys.: Condens. Matter, 17, 6301-6305. (2005).
arXiv:cond-mat/0507381 v1 18 Jul 2005



В. Паули, Э. Валько. Коллоидная химия белковых веществ. - М.: ОНТИ, 1936. – стр.
53-54.



Н.В. Сячинова, Б.Б. Танганов. Теоретическое и экспериментальное определение
электропроводности и вязкости желатина и продукта растворения коллагена. Мат. Межд.
науч. конф. «Химия, химическая технология и биотехнология на рубеже
тысячелетий» (Томск, 11–16 сентября 2006 г.)
http://www.xxt2006.chtd.tpu.ru/uploads/pdf/412_261.pdf



D.I. Hitchcock. Conductivity titration of gelatin solutions with acids. J. Gen. Physiol., Vol. 6,
201-205 (1923). http://www.jgp.org/cgi/reprint/6/2/201.pdf



X. Xing, S. Mukhopadhyay, P. Goldbart. Scaling of Entropic Shear Rigidity. Phys. Rev. Lett. 93,
225701 (2004). arXiv:cond-mat/0406411v2 [cond-mat.soft] 25 Nov 2004



D.M Greenberg, M.A. Mackey. The Sol-Gel Transformation in Gelatin. J. Gen. Physiol., Vol.
15, 161-166 (1931). http://www.jgp.org/cgi/reprint/15/2/161.pdf



D. Straup. The Flocculation of Gelatine at the Iso-Electric Point. J. Gen. Physiol. Vol 14,
643-660 (1931). http://www.jgp.org/cgi/reprint/14/5/643.pdf

Key questions


What is gelation, in fact? Is it always thermoreversible? Can it be regarded as a phase
transition?



What are charge carriers in gelatine? What happens to them during gelation? Is it worth
speaking of a speed at which they can drift and of an ionic strength of the solution?



Is there electrolysis when electric current passes through gelatine?



What happens if we use not DC, but AC?



Is there any abrupt change in electric conductivity of gelatine near the gelation point?



What physical parameters influence on the magnitude of electric conductivity (initial
concentration of gelatine solution? presence of salts in the solution? rate of temperature
change, not only the actual temperature?)



Does the frequency of AC influence the conductivity of gelatine?



Many approaches and concepts may emerge at discussions (coil-helix transition, polymer
networks, percolation, flocculation, coagulation, polycondensation of ions,…) Can you
discuss their role and re-formulate your explanation with terminology familiar to opponents
and jurors?



Above all, what is your conclusion on the problem?

Problem No. 16 “Black spoon”
Blacken a spoon using a candle flame. If you immerse the spoon in water it
appears glossy. Investigate the phenomenon and determine the optical
properties of such a “mirror.”

How does the effect
depend on the
observation angle?

Primary reading


R.M. Sutton. Demonstration experiments in physics (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1938), p.
386.



А. Леонович. А так ли хорошо вам знакомы преломление и отражение света?
Квант, № 5, 2001.



Посеребренное яйцо //Т. Тит. Научные развлечения. Детиздат ЦК ВЛКСМ, М.-Л.,
1937. http://igrushka.kz/vip61/opsvet.php



Зеркало из сажи. Демонстрация на Российском общеобразовательном портале.
http://www.school.edu.ru/projects/physicexp/drops/htmls/0_04.htm



The Magic Mirror Egg /Dozen Egg-Tricks. www.eggs.ab.ca/kids/Tricks/eggtrick008.htm



28.6.7 Black ball turns silver. School Science Lessons at the University of Queensland.
http://www.uq.edu.au/_School_Science_Lessons/UNPh28.html



Wikipedia: Total internal reflection. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_internal_reflection



C. Shaddix, T. Williams. La suie, piège... et source de lumière. Pour la Science, Octobre
2007, p. 62-67.



Wikipédia: Noir de fumée.http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noir_de_fum%C3%A9e



Wikipedia: Soot. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soot



Wikipedia: Carbon black. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carbon_black

Key questions


Why the optical properties of a blackened spoon are different on the air and under
water?



Does the limit angle under which the effect is still observed correspond to the limit angle
of total internal reflection for the air-water interface?



A surface may behave as a mirror if the average size of its irregularities is smaller than
the optical wavelength. Is it relevant in the problem?



Is such a phenomenon possible with gel candles (that do not produce hydrophobic
soot)?



Is the blackened surface smooth or porous? What is the average size of its pores? If
existent, how thick is the air layer between the blackened spoon and the water?



What is the role of the spoon surface curvature? Can the mirror effect be observed on
the internal surface of the spoon?



What is the reflectivity of the black spoon in comparison to common mirrors?



Above all, what optical properties are proposed to be determined and what methods
might be used to measure them?

Problem No. 17 “Heat engine”
Build a heat engine powered only by the difference between the day and night
air temperatures without using direct sunlight. Determine its efficiency.

Primary reading on heat engines


Wikipedia: Heat engine. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_engine



Wikipedia: Heat engine classifications.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_engine_classifications



Wikipedia: Carnot cycle. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnot_cycle



Wikipedia: Carnot heat engine. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carnot_heat_engine



Wikipedia: Thermal efficiency. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thermal_efficiency

Additional reading


R.D. Lorenz, J.N. Spitale. The Yarkovsky effect as a heat engine. Icarus, 170, pp. 229–
233 (2004). http://www.lpl.arizona.edu/~rlorenz/yarkovsky.pdf



Wikipedia: Yarkovsky Effect. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yarkovsky_Effect



Discussion on Heat-pumped storage of thermal energy. Halfbakery project. (2006). http://
www.halfbakery.com/idea/Heat-pumped_20storage_20of_20thermal_20energy
Discussion on conversion of heat gradient into energy at Physicsforums. (2008).
http://www.physicsforums.com/archive/index.php/t-231382.html



Key questions


Different processes may take place as the ambient temperature changes from the night one
to the day one. Which of these processes may be used to make a heat engine?



Everyone will focus on the thermodynamic gas processes and will discuss the Carnot heat
engines. Some may even discuss the Yarkovsky effect as a key approach to the problem.
However, what are other possible approaches?


bimetal plates?



a thermocouple that has one of its junctions deep underground?



an object that experiences a phase transition at these very temperatures and may
repeatedly release or indirectly produce mechanic, electric or thermal energy?



finally, what if our heat engine may operate due to irreversible processes? a boiler
powered by methyl ether?



Which of these approaches are simplest to implement in practice? Is it difficult to assemble
such devices?



What parameter allows comparing different approaches and is a subject to optimization?



What processes or phenomena lead to maximum possible efficiency? How to define the
efficiency for a certain process?



Does the built apparatus age with time? (gas leaks out? friction increases?)

These problems have no solution?


"But, my dear fellows," said Feodor Simeonovich, having deciphered the
handwriting. "This is Ben Beczalel's problem! Didn't Cagliostro prove that
it had no solution?”



"We know that it has no solution, too," said Junta. "But we wish to learn
how to solve it"



"How strangely you reason, Cristo… How can you look for a solution,
where it does not exist? It's some sort of nonsense."



"Excuse me, Feodor, but it's you who are reasoning strangely. It's
nonsense to look for a solution if it already exists. We are talking about
how to deal with a problem that has no solution. This is a question of
profound principle…“
Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky
Quote from: Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky. Monday Begins on Saturday.
Translated from the Russian. (The Young Guard Publishing House, Moscow, 1966).

To work towards results?


Nobody needs an infinitely perfect report in an infinite time!



If you can’t solve the entire problem, decide what is really
necessary and solve a partial problem.



If you can solve the entire problem, nevertheless decide what
partial case is sufficient, and your solution will be much better.



Be brave in what you do, but always reserve a great degree of
scientific skepticism!

Requirements for a successful IYPT report


A novel research, not a compilation of known facts or a survey



A balance between experimental investigation and theoretical analysis



A comprehensible, logical and interesting presentation, not a detailed description of
everything-you-have-performed-and-thought-about



A clear understanding of the validity of your experiments and how exactly you analyzed
the obtained data



A clear understanding of what your theory relies upon, and in what limits it may be
applied



Comparison of your theory with your experiments



Clear conclusions and clear answers to voiced questions



Solid knowledge of relevant physics



Proofread nice-looking slides and all of your presentation skills



An unexpected trick, such as a demonstration in situ, will always be a plus

Feynman: being self-confident?


I've very often made mistakes
in my physics by thinking the
theory isn't as good as it
really is, thinking that there
are lots of complications that
are going to spoil it



- an attitude that anything can
happen, in spite of what
you're pretty sure should
happen.

R.P. Feynman, Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman, (Norton, New York, NY, 1985).
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